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TEMA: ROSE OF FIRE
TAKING BARCELONA´ S STREETS
1. PRESENTACIÓN DEL CASO DE ESTUDIO
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
This will be a very short and intense course on some
Barcelona’s public spaces. We are grateful to the
Barcelona Municipality that has put us some questions
that are in the cutting edge of the city’s public spaces
discussion and help us to organize the workshop. Many
things in the city have been deeply questioned in the
last years and we have the opportunity to participate
in this turn.
It was in the 80s, when Barcelona start claiming for a
place among the capital European cities for its public
spaces’ modernity and attractive. In the turn of the
century, the “Barcelona Model” of public space was
well known already and today, Las Ramblas is the
second more famous European public space just
after Piccadilly Circus and Barcelona is among the top
touristic cities in the world with about 30 million visitors
per year.
This position is fostered by a huge industry that is mainly
located at Ciutat Vella where heritage and touristic
improvements are more concentrated. Ciutat Vella has
been invaded by a kind of touristic public space where
everything is easy for tourism, everything flows, all the
commodities are at hand and there is too a very high
density of touristic improvements and services.
But the touristic industry have also other effects: We
can say that the right to the public space of Ciutat Vella’s
neighbours is being damaged because the strength
of those touristic processes that are, in many ways,

displacing the citizen’s right to have a rich everyday life
and comfortable and healthy environment.
So the target of our work should be to create devices
that could improve the real social life and a green
environment to “infect” with them some clue public
spaces. We need more green in the old city, we need
to reinforce the network social relationships and we
need to visibilize and take care of the identities of the
neighborhood.
The needs of this singular and representative
neighbourhood claims for imaginative and risky
proposals. That’s why we invite you all to experiment
and to look for original ideas, to know the place, and
to have fun.
2. COURSE SCHEDULE
Monday May 13th
Venue:
La Capella
Hospital, 54, 08001 Barcelona
(entrance from the courtyard)
Lectures
Presentation of the Course
Jordi Bellmunt. Master Director and Ciutat Vella Natural
Born
Barcelona’s Urban Strategy
Ton Salvadó. Architect in chief of the Barcelona
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Municipality.
Old City Greenification and Neighborification
Santi Ibarra. Elected Counselor of the Old City District.
Working in the Old City
Josep Maria Coll. Head Architect of the Old City District.
Visit to the Course Spaces
Spaces List
1. Plaça Terenci Moix / Plaça dels Àngels
2. Carrer Comerç / Born Market Surroundings
3. Plaça Antonio López
4. Avinguda Francesc Cambó Area
5. Rambla del Raval
Collecting data and Group’s formation
We’ll start working here making groups of four students
that will choose a space and will begin to collect data
about it. This isn’t just about taking pictures of it which
is very important. It’s necessary research about
what happen there. Who inhabits it and how it changes
during the day. Teachers but also local citizens or
tourists indeed can also offer valuable information. DAY
Tuesday May 14th
Workshop + Lecture
Participative Devices Public Space
Victor Ténez Ybern Course Co-Director.
Wednesday May 15th

PROYECTO: rose of fire

Workshop + Lecture
Evolving Landscapes | Urban processes
Raffaella Colombo Course Co-Director.
Thursday May 16th
Workshop + Lecture
Barcelona Public Spaces. Topography among other
things
Aquiles Gonzalez Raventos Course Co-Director.
Historical and future evolution of Las Glorias square
Tahmineh Naeimi.
Friday May 17th
Venue:
Ciutat Vella City Council
Consell Municipal del
Districte de Ciutat Vella,
Plaça del Bonsuccés, 3,
08001 Barcelona
Final Crits
3. PROFESORES
Rafaella Colombo
Architect. Author. Lecturer.Explorer. Critics, Poet.
She was born in Milan, Italy, and she lives in Milan and
Copenhagen.
Graduated at Politecnico di Milano with a Master’s

Degree in Architecture and a final thesis on Landscape
Architecture,. She has been teaching Landscape
Architecture in University for 28 years, at Politecnico of
Milan, at the Master Level, teaching also with Renata
Rippa, Tomas Maldonado, Achille Carstiglioni, Marco
Dezzi Bardeschi, at the School of Architecture, from
the theory to the applications developing a strong
holistic method of analysis and approach towards the
discipline. She is still currently professor in Landscape
Design at the School of Design-Politecnico di Milanoat the international Master in Spatial Design. She is
visiting professor for intensive modules Living Public
Landscapes in Copenhagen, Denmark, at KEACopenhagen School of Design and Technology-. She
is interested in visible and invisible systems of the
complex compositional layers of the City, in order to
create better visionary projects to increase human
relations, users’ interaction, and a new strong, specific
urban green identity. During her academic career
she has co-planned and reviewed more than 1500
university projects, planning systems for public spaces
all around the world, and carried out more than 260
university lectures.
She lived in Australia, Indonesia, India, Mexico,
Colombia and Chile, taking part in stages to research
and study the history of ancient gardens and open
spaces, local cultures and identities, anthropology,
urban innovation and architecture of contemporary
public spaces. Invited, as Team Leader and university
teaching staff member, to participate at 45 international
University workshops on planning urban public
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spaces in Denmark, Italy, Canada, England, Serbia,
Spain, Chile, Mexico. Selected to be part of several
international competitions and juries for Landscape,
including in 2015 as a Member of the scientific
committee for Milan Expo, for Landscape Agritecture
Awards, in 2016, 2017 and 2018 as a Member of
the international Jury in Milan, for the most important
Landscape Award in Italy by Paysage, Triennale di
Milano and the National Council of Italian Architects.
Promoter of university exhibitions, study trips and
events. In 2010 she founded the multidisciplinary
researching group Architetti InQuieti focusing on
studying experimental methods for planning new
urban landscape projects. Selected, in 2014, for the
prize- Innovation in university teaching in Landscapein Italy, and as Archi-writer for the book -Paesaggi di
Fuoco - by the Milan Architects Association for the
strong vision on Urban Landscape. Selected, in 2018,
as critic in contemporary landscape architectures, by
the Italian Government to represent Italy in Denmark
during the Days of Contemporary. Selected, in 2018,
for her method in teaching, in Italy, as one of the best
university professor to lead an international class at
Politecnico di Milano, School of Architecture-Campus
Leonardo-by italian press. Selected in Europe, in 2019,
by the Nacional Council of Landscape Architects in
Mexico, as unique Academic-Critics in Landscape to
give the Master Lecture at the XI Mexican Congress
of Landscape Architects. She is author of many
university Courses and professional, international
educational projects, such as, Walking The Cities, in
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2019,to improve Open air lectures in public spaces for
Walkable cities and Extreme Workshops, an innovative
format to let students and professionals experience
unusual ideas in planning. She has many working
collaborations with professionals. Correspondent for
the international magazines Paysage-Topscape in Italy,
Denmark and South America. Correspondent for the
university cultural magazine ANANKE. Member of the
Italian Architects Association in Milan. She wrote 28
academic publications in Landscape. She is Explorer
and Poet.
Aquiles Gonzalez Raventos
Architect
Dr. Aquiles González Raventós, PhD in Architecture
is former Vice Dean of ETSAB and a Professor at the
Design Department. He has conducted a specialized
course in Urban Space Design Criteria for many years
at ETSAB. He was coordinator of an international
doctorate program (Quality of Design QUOD) focused
in the relationship between infrastructure & landscape
with other five European Universities. Actually he is
Professor at the design Course of the Fifth Year and
responsible of the subject Architecture, Theory and
Criticism in the master of the ETSAB The Contemporary
Project,
Since 2007 he coordinates Creditation process
through the protocol UNESCO-UIA convention to
improve the quality of teaching and research in the field
of Architecture mostly in South American and North
American universities.

Since 2012 he is External Examiner at the Welsh
School of Architecture of the Cardiff University in the
Urban Design Master program.
In 2010 – 2013 International Evaluator for the Schools
of Architecture of Portugal.
From 1996 to 2009 Director of the International master
program La Gran Escala, “The Large Scale” having
been involved in this program since its beginning in
1993. Some publications on this subjects show the
architectural and theoretical production.
In 2012 he is invited to propose a new design for the
sea border of Valparaíso city, Chile, following the design
criteria of The Large Scale research.
In 2004-2005 he is invited to collaborate with professor
Eugenio Garcés of School of Architecture at the
Pontificial Catholic University to develop a masterplan
for the commune of Providencia that included a proposal
new parking areas for the commune, redefinition of the
edges of canal San Carlos and Mapocho river.
Since 2006 he is Design Professor at the Scuola
Superiore Europea di Architettura Urbana in Naples,
Italy.
From 1998 to 2003 European coordinator of an
exchange program between USA and EU on
globalization and its relation with the study program in
architecture. This program was financed by a grant of
the European Union as well as the state Department of
the United States.
From 1986 to 2001 he participated in the IPS
(International Permanent Staff) of ILAUD (International
laboratory of Architecture and Urban Design) directed
by architect Giancarlo de Carlo, Peter Smithson, Aldo
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van Eyck and others as part of the Board. The work
took as case studies design intervention in urban
centers of italian historicals towns. In this period a
research in the old Hospital of Santa Maria della Scala,
Siena, and in the neighborghood of San Miniato was
developed. His work is published on the many ILAUD
publications of this period.
In 1988 he was awarded a fellowship Award as a
resident fellow in the Spanish Academy of Rome
to research on Bramante, Raphaello Sanzio and
Baldassare Peruzzi’s drawings and the relationship to
those of contemporary architecture.
In 1985 he was awarded by the COAC for his PhD
thesis “The evolution of the façade in the Renaisance
palaces. 1450-1537”.
He has been awarded in various national competitions
in his professional area.
Recent publications include: In praise of a letter
(Barcelona, 2019) ETSAB ISBN :978-84-09-08096-0
Reflections and notes. Special issue Circle of Architecture
ETSAB ISSN2014-0142. -Urbane infrastructures: how
installations make a city in Barcelona, Proceedings of
the Institution of Civil Engineers - Urban Design and
Planning Vol. 168, nº 6, pp. 293-303, London (2015).
Imaginando el dodecafonismo en las topografías del
Parc Güell, “Darrer any de carrera: Projectes X matí”.
pp. 47-53 Homenatge a Manuel de Solà-Morales,
D’UR, nº 3, Barcelona (2012). Historias del Team 10
y otras refelxiones, DPA: Documents de projectes
d’arquitectura, nº 27/28, pp. 126-131, Barcelona
(2011). The Large Scale. A new centrality for Santiago
de Chile, Universidad Mayor, Santiago de Chile 2008.

PROYECTO: rose of fire

The Sky Tower, Domus nº 894, pp.56-61 Milano
(2006). EAEN Europe & America Exchange Network,
Barcelona 2006. La Gran Escala, Paris Proposals for
the 21st District. Barcelona (2005). La Gran Escala.
Salerno. El agro nocerino Sarnese, Barcelona. (2004).
La Gran Escala. Porto A new center for Freixo. Porto &
Barcelona (2003). La Gran Escala. Atenas. Hellenikon
master plan. Barcelona (2002). L’Espai Urbà. Criteris de
Disseny. Vol II. UPC Ed. Barcelona (1996). Arquitectos
catalanes, a monograph on Enric Miralles, Elias Torres
and J.M. Martinez Lapeña., ARQ Editorial, Santiago
de Chile (1995). Due case e tre edifici publici, a
monograph on the architect Francesco Venezia, ARQ
Editorial, Santiago, Chile (1994). L’Espai Urbà. Criteris
de disseny. Vol I, UPC Ed. Barcelona. La Restitución
del.
Victor Ténez
Responsible professor
Architect and Master in Landscape Architecture from the
UPC in Barcelona. He combines teaching with private
and public professional practice. He has been Head
of Coordination of urban planning in the Metropolitan
Area of Barcelona and directed the recovery plan for
river areas. He is professor of Landscape Theory and
Landscape Design at the UPC in the same city. He has
been invited by several universities of Urban Planning
and Landscape as Penn University or the IUAV of
Venice and publishes on the same subjects.

GUEST WORKSHOP PROFESSORS
Jordi Bellmunt, Oscar Blasco, Agata Buscemi,
Sergi Carulla, Marina Cervera, Victoria Fiol,
Imma Jansana, Xavier Mayor, Ricard Pié,
Manueal Ruisánchez, Oriol Ribera, Jordi Sardà
GUEST CRITICS
Santi Ibarra, Ton Salvadó, Josep Bohigas, Tonet Font,
Albert Gasull

4. DELIVERY FORMAT
The general project of the course will be the result of a
set of proposals in a single document, which may be
subject to exhibition and publication by the Master. It is
mandatory that all the material of the final presentation
is posted by the students in the My Tech site Space
with its proper username and password within a
period no longer than 72 hours after having made the
final presentation: https://www.talent.upc.edu/. The
teachers responsible for the workshop must manage
the space and the period of time available for students
to send the information, through their accounts on
the same site (My Tech Space). All the works will be
presented in PowerPoint or in pdf, with the information
of the author, the teaching staff, the reference to the
project, the orientation, the scale and the date. The
documentation will be delivered in digital format.
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5. COURSE MATERIALS
- Campus My Tech Space (www.talent.upc.edu): you
can send emergency SMS, follow the calendar, the
list of attendance, the notes, the delivery of material
and bibliography, send deliveries of works and
projects,etc.
-Dropbox
- FTP web platform
If you need an additional FTP space to hang documents, contact the Master’s secretary.
Social media
We invite you to follow and take an active part of
our social networks sharing all kinds of documents
on the different platforms: Facebook, Instagram (@
masterpaisatgebcn), Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn, and to
use the following hashtags: #MasterPaisatgeBarcelona
#MasterPaisajeBarcelona#PaisatgismeBarcelona
#LisajismoBarcelona
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MULTIESTRATO
BERISTIANOU, EVANTHIA Arquitecta, Grecia
GUILLÉN ESPALALRGAS, GERMÁN Ingeniero Forestal, España
GRAMAZIO, ROBERTA, Diseñadora, Italia
LOREFICE, ALESSANDRO, Diseñador, Italia
RUIZ SAINZ, JOSU Diseñador, España
The project is located in Raval, a neuralgic point of
the old center of the city, with a very dense urban
fabric and lack of green. Apart from the residents, the
concentration of significant cultural and educational
buildings attract everyday visitors, students, tourists
and so on. The zone is composed by three sequential
public spaces of action, while the two extroverted
squares also have a strong identity, differently from
plaza Juan Coromines, which is mostly a passing
space. We understood that even if the dynamics, users
and identity of the three squares are quite differenced
and not related to each other, they all have in common
the lack of place to stay. Therefore, we focus on the
central, protected square, proposing an urban oasis.
A public space with different conditions, inspired but
the rainforests, that will attract and the different users
to stay, rest, enjoy and so interact with each other.
In order to achieve that, we are thinking in layers.
Using a structure of steel columns an nets, hanged in
different heights, the various functions can be fulfilled
a base for the plants to climb or hang from, and the
use of the people. The layer structure, also imitates
the organization of the rainforest. In order to achieve
and maintain the desired conditions a system of water
collection and reuse is proposed. Through a visible
pipe system, rain water and water of the surrounding
buildings could be collected, leaded to an underground
deposit, where it can be purified and sent back to the
top of the buildings or the poles.
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PROYECTO: MULTIESTRATO
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GREEN DUNES
CHMET, NICOLE, Diseñadora, Italia
MERCIAI, ELEONORA, Diseñadora, Italia
VALDERRAMA, JAVIER, Ingeniero Forestal, Perú
ZABALA, ANA KARLA, Arquitecta, Bolivia
The project area is the square placed between the
three streets of Carrer del Fonollar, Carrer de l’Arc
de Sant Cristòfol and Carrer dels Mestres Casals i
Martorell. The position of the square is transitional
between a highly touristic area, Mercado de Santa
Caterina and the one populated just by locals, Jardin
del Forad de la Vergonya. Despite the advantageous
position compared to the city configuration the square
turns out to be like a forgotten corner with no identity.
The project aim is to get people to rediscover this
interesting transitional area, making them stop instead
of passing by. The intervention moves towards creating
a completely different environment from the current one
by using greenery. In this way the topography of the
place, the routing habits, and the sensation the user
feels according to the space will be certainly changed.
The ‘’green dune’’ makes the square look as if it was
submerged by a wave, crumpled into dunes covered
with green. The dunes are mainly an area for playing
and relax and they let the user choose on how to relate
to them. The conformation of the dunes goes towards
the big screen and thanks to its conformity it can ease
the vision, but at the same time it can hinder it. This is
because the green area must be a comfortable seat.
There are three dunes. The central one is the highest
while the others are lower and more uniform in shape.
They are one to three meters.
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THE SCAFFOLDING AND THE CARPET
BARO SUÁREZ, ALDO Arquitecto, España
DELLI CARRI, MARIA VITTORIA Arquitecta, Italia
GRÖZINGER , SARAH ANNABELLE Arquitecta, Alemania
MACHADO CARBONELL, LUCIANA, Arquitecta, Uruguay
NAVARRO QUESADA, ANA YANCY, Ambientóloga, Costa Rica

In La Ribera neighborhood, between the market of
Santa Catarina and the identitarian square “Forat de
la Vergonya”, there is an anonymous space without
functions but with a vocation to house the neighbourly
relations of a mixed community between local people and
North Africans. This urban void was occupied by buildings
until 2013 and will disappear again with the construction
of a sanitary building in the coming years. Delimited, on
two opposite sides, by an arched facade and a blind
facade, the space is characterized by a longitudinal,
introspective and outdated condition. We therefore chose
to propose a familiar element, a carpet, to provide this
empty space with a social and flexible program, which
could invite the developing of social relations among its
inhabitants. The carpet is placed on the existing pavement
and through the composition of its materials, it plays to
generate a space of interrelation, play and socialization.
The other empty plane, the blind facade, hosts a
scaffolding structure to create a green surface that offers
the space freshness and colour, while at the same time
recovering the very little vegetation of the historical city
of Barcelona. The synergy of both planes generates an
atmosphere that recalls an outdoor and common living
room that everyone can inhabit as they prefer.
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TUTUBO
FARRERA, MARIANA Arquitecta, México
LONGAGNANI, GIORGIA, Diseñadora, Italia
OSTOS ANA LUISA Arquitecta, México
CHIARA SANGERMANI, Diseñadora, Italia
CARLOS VILLAVICENCIO LUNA Arquitecto, Perú
The idea is to create a flexible and modular piece that
could be adapted to any urban space: it is designed
in order to allow different uses, for instance benches,
planters or bicycle parking, in the different environments
of the city and meeting the needs of the users.
The design of the module is a mixture of different urban
elements, combined together with varied heights and
dimensions in order to compose a set of pieces that
invites the user to interact with it and to experience the
environment.
As analysing the site, two main points emerged as
relevant: the contrast between sounds and silence and
the contraposition of three different environments.
The supporting structure of the installation is based on
a repeatable and adaptable module. The pipes that
compose the structure are of three lengths 3, 5 and 7
meters so that they can be configured according to the
needs of the environment and of the people. In addition
to the linear tubes as a module, a 5x2.5 meter profile was
also designed that could have the function of a shelter
to protect from the sun or from the rain. With the same
design of the shelter but with different dimensions of 1x2
meters, the structure has a module used as a bike track.
The structure has three different seats. even the sessions
are based on a repeatable module so that they can be
adapted to different needs. These are single or double
seats that can slide on the pipe and be brought closer
together so as to create benches.
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NATURE BOMBS
FLORES, CAROLINA Arquitecta, México
NUEVO MAYÁN, REBECA Arquitecta, España
MELGAR CASTILLO, CLAUDIA BEATRIZ Arquitecta, Panamà
FILIPPINI, ALESSIA Diseñadora, Italia
We perceive the market as the heart of the Born, one of the historic
zones in Barcelona city. As it is an architectural icon, it should have
surroundings that highlight the building. The actual state has no
presence and is used as a big passing through hard square, with
nothing much going on. We are looking to give the space its own
identity and freshness by adding missing elements, such as shadow,
water, vegetation and light. The square is placed on top of a parking
garage, so the intervention is limited to stay on the floor surface, as a
first intuition was to invite people to stay in the plaza and give life to it.
Trying to add a fresh and modern twist to the neighborhood and the
market, we impact the space with a set of strong elements that has
their own identity and promote different emotions, also complementing
and integrating the market and vicinities. Let people flow and enjoy a
public space whom they can proclaim as part of the community and
the identity of the residents, but also attractive to the visitors. These
elements will be shaped as spheres, as opposite to the linear angled
space, remembering bombs that strongly add colors and interesting
activities, each one with different function. Starting with tree individual
spheres that talk about nature, with 8 meters height they give quality
and comfort to this space. The first one will be conformed with plants
and vegetative elements that add shadow and freshness in the hottest
days. The second will be made by branches and wood like materials,
that gives shadow but also let light inside and create a relaxing space to
rest and spend a nice time. The third element is a body that sprinkle a
mist of evaporated water to the refresh the passersby and give constant
movement to the plaza, in each one people can go inside and sit. We
add seven smaller transparent spheres whom light up by night and
also can be moved around the space freely by people to change the
configuration of the space and be in constant change.
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PROYECTO: NATURE BOMBS
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Master Arquitectura del Paisatge

telf.: (+34) 93 401 64 11
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www.masterpaisajebarcelona.com
www.talent.upc.edu
master.paisatge@upc.edu
master.paisatge.comunicacio@gmail.com
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